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A whole series of papers published lately concentrate on the research of a 
class of integro-differential operators of the form 
(Ax) (t) = i A,x(t - tj) + j’ B(t - s) x(s) ds, tER+, 0) 
j=o 0 
where ~4~ are constant matrices of order n, B, a matrix function of order n, 
and (tj}, a sequence of real numbers. 
Many of the results of this research are mentioned in monographs [3] and 
[9]. In our paper we attempt an extension of the results obtained in [l]. In 
the following, we shall use the notations: RR”- the n-dimensional Euclidean 
space, and if u E Rn, /I u 11 = (CT=, ~t)l/~; R, R, , R- , respectively, the real 
axis, the positive semiaxis and the negative one; 
L,(R+ , R”) = ]U I U: R++ R”, I u I, = (s,+ II u(t)lP’ dt)l” -=c +a/ , 
l<p<co; 
L,(R+ , Rn) = {u j u: R++ Rn, vraQup II u(t)ll < -too>, 
L1,OC(R,, R”) = {U I u: R + - R”, vy;:yp II ~(dll < +a, t E RR,); 
C = C(R+ , Rn) = {U I u: R, -+ R”, u(t) is continuous, 
I u IC = sup II @>ll < +m>, 
R+ 
co = {u / u E c, PiI 11 u(t)11 = O}. 
With analogous significances we shall useL,(R- , Rn), L,(R, R”), 1 < p < co. 
The spaces are defined in the same way when the elements are matrix func- 
tions. 
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With these notations we shall assume that operators (1) satisfy conditions: 
Ii W)ll EwG 7 Rh (3) 
tj >O, j=o, I,2 ,-a-9 (4) 
((tj}:,, b . g b em a ounded or unbounded sequence). 
We mention that operator A acts in function spaces for which the elements 
are defined on Iz, and take values in Rn, that (4) is a necessary condition for 
the operator given by formula (1) to be causal and that the integrals are 
considered in Lebesgue’s sense. 
For the following considerations it will be useful to point out some results 
obtained in [l]. If operator A satisfies hypotheses (2) and (3), then there exists 
a matrix X(t) defined on R, satisfying conditions: 
x(t) = (AX)(t), a.e. on R, , (5) 
X(t) = 0, for t < 0, x(0+) = 4 (6) 
where I is the unit matrix of order n. Moreover, this matrix is the only 
solution of the equation: 
X(t) = Z + j’ (AX) (T) d7, tER,> (7) 
0 
and 
x(t) = 0, for t < 0. 00 
Whence, it results that X(t) is absolutely continuous on any finite interval of 
R, , which implies (taking into account (2) and (3)) 
II X(t>ll 3 II(A4 @>ll d?(R+ > R), (9) 
as 
II Wll < M SUP II XWII 9 with M = f II 4 II + I B II . 
u<t j=O 
Let us further remark that the function-matrix 
(10) 
d(s) = f Aj exp(-t,s) + Jrn B(t) exp(-ts) dt, Res>O, (11) 
j=O 0 
associated to operator A, according to [3], is meaningful under hypotheses (2) 
and (3). 
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Let us now consider systems: 
k(t) = (Ax) (4, tER+, (So) 
k(t) = (Ax) 0) + f(t), tER+, (S) 
R(t) = (Ax) (t) + f(c x), tER+, w 
where f(t; x) = (fx) (t), t E R, , is an operator acting within a chosen con- 
venient space of functions. The following theorem is essential for the investi- 
gation of the solutions of the systems (S,), (S) and (S,). 
THEOREM 1. Let us admit that: 
(i) operator A satis$es hypotheses (2)-(4); 
(ii) matrix J&‘(S) satisfies condition: 
for Re s 3 0. 
det(sZ - J&‘(S)) # 0, 
Then matrix X(t) constructed in [l] satisfies conditions: 
(12) 
II X(t)11 EL,@+ ,R), for1 <q<co. (13) 
The proof for the following lemma, suggested by R. K. Miller, will be 
useful. 
LEMMA. Zf U(t) is a function-matrix de$ned on R, , szlch that 
II WI E&CR+ > RI (14) 
and its Laplace transform u(s) (which obviously exists) is such that 
z?+(s) = (SZ - d(s))-1, Res>O 
with d(s) given by (ll), then: 
II ~+)ll ~W’C R), forp > 1. 
(15) 
(16) 
Proof. It is obvious that, if from (14) and (15) it results that the following 
inequality is satisfied 
II W4l G w?, + I OJ I>Y, 
then (16) takes place. 
for -co <w < co, (17) 
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Therefore, everything comes down to the proof of the validity of inequality 
(17). With this purpose, we notice that from 
O(iu) = (iw - aqiw))-1 = (iw)-1 (I - (iw)-1 d(iw))-’ (18) 
and from the fact that &‘(io) is a Fourier transform, it results that there exist 
two positive constants K and C, such that: 
(19) 
(20) 
From (18)-(20) we obtain: 
II ~Wll < Cl 9 for / w / < K, (21) 
II qg < c, I OJ I?, for 1 w j 3 K, (22) 
where C, is a positive constant. 
We still have to prove that (21) and (22) ensure the existence of constants 
Kl and K, so that (17) should happen. Or, for this, it is enough to choose 
Kl > 0, K, > 0, so that 
C, < W(Kz + K), C,il w I < KJ(k; + I w I) for I w I 3 K, 
which is possible, taking Kl sufficiently large and C, = Kl/(K2 + K). With 
Kl and K, so chosen, (17) holds, which implies (16) and thus the lemma is 
completely proved. 
Proof of Theorem 1. For q = 1 the conclusion of the theorem results from 
Lemma 1 in [l]. Let now 1 <p < 2. From (5) and (12), it results that: 
X(s) = ($1 - d(s))-1 
and therefore, all the conditions of the lemma for o(s) = X(S) being satisfied, 
we can write: 
II a4ll Ekl(R -R) for1 <p<co. (23) 
Let q be such that (l/p) + (l/q) = 1 with 1 < p < 2. Then, there exists a 
function-matrix I’(t) that is the Fourier transform in I,,(& R) of X(&I) and 
moreover 
II WI ~wc a (24) 
in the sense that matrix 
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converges in the mean with exponent q when a + +cc at a matrix that we 
denote with r(t) and call the Fourier transform in L,(R, R) of matrix X(iw). 
In this sense, we shall note: 
W =: lim p& (25) 
(see [7, ‘Theorem 74, p. 961). 
But from the definition of X(&J) we get: 
X(t) = & 1: &tz(iw) dw. 
m 
(26) 
Comparing (25) and (26) we obtain: 
r(t) = (27~)l/~ iX(-t), --oo<t<co, (27) 
which implies (13) for 2 < q < co. 
For q = cc, the affirmation easily results from (9) and from the fact that 
II W>ll, II m>lI E&CR+ ? RI ( see Remark 2). Since 11 X(t)11 E& or L, , there 
results / X(t)\1 EL*, 1 < q < co. And thus, the theorem is wholly demon- 
strated. 
Remark 1. Validity of the Theorem 1 in case 1 < q < 2 does not follow 
on this way, because if p >, 2 then, in general, matrix I’(t) no longer exists as 
Fourier transform in L,(R, R) of x(h) (see [S]). 
Remark 2. Taking into account (l)-(3) and (13) we get 
Therefore X(t), AX(t) = X(t) both belong to L, . If moreover, B(t) is 
absolutely continuous on R, and [I B(t)11 EL,(R+ , R) then, from the same 
reasoning we get that x(t) exists almost everywhere on R, and is in L, . 
Remark 3. Theorem 1 represents at the same time a result of stability. 
Indeed, from the fact that (/ X(t)11 and j( x(t)11 EL,(R+ , R), it results that 
(I X(t)11 --f 0 when t + +oo. As X(t) satisfies (5) and (16), the function 
x(t) = X(t) x0 is the solution of the system (So) with the initial condition 
x(0+) = x0 and, moreover, 11 x(t)11 -+ 0 when t -+ + co, i.e., the zero solution 
for system (S,) is asymptotically stable. 
Remark 4. Since 11 X(t)/1 , // kr(t)ll EL,(R+ , R), it follows that // X(t)\1 , 
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jj z(t)11 EL,(R+ , R) for all p 3 1. Indeed, if /I X(t)11 , 11 x(t),, EL~(R+ , R), 
then 11 X(t)l! -+ 0 as t - CO. Then there exists a T such that: 
0 5; j/ X(t)11 < I for t > T. 
Whence we get: 
0 < Ij X(t)p+l < 1, fort>T and ~31. (28) 
Multiplying both sides of this inequality with // X(t)// , we obtain: 
0 < II x(w G II x(t>ll 7 
for all t > T and all p > 1. 
(29) 
Integrating the inequality side by side we obtain: 
0 < j; II -WI" dt < jID ii Xtt>lI dt < jm II x(t>ll 4 (30) T 0 
which assures the summability of // X(t)jlP on the interval (T, CL)). 
As 11 X(t)jl* is integrable on the intervals [0, T] and (T, co), we can conclude 
that: 
II W)ll%4~+ 9 3 for allp > 1. (31) 
Taking into account (2), (3), (5) and (31) we get: 
II kr(tN EUR+ > a for allp > 1. 
Let us now consider system (S) with the following initial conditions: 
x(t) = h(t), fort < 0, x(0+) = x0 E R”, (34 
where h: R- -+ Rn. In the following we shall generalize the results obtained 
in Lemma 2 from [l]. 
THEOREM 2. We admit that for (S) the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) operator A satisfies hypotheses (2)-(4) and (12); 
(ii> f:R++Rn, llfW~~,(R+,R), 42 1; 
(iii) II WI &AR- , RI, 42 1. 
Then the unique solution of the system (S) dejned on R+ and satisfying the 
initial conditions (32) is given by the formula: 
x(t) = X(t)x” + Y(t; h) + s t X(t - u) f(u) du tER+, (33) 
0 
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where operator Y is dejined by 
Y(t; h) = (Yh) (t) = f  lo X(t - tj - u) k&h(u) du, 
j=o -tj 
and, moreover, 
II @)I1 EL@+ 9 RI, 4 3 1. 
tER+ (34) 
Proof. We shall prove first that if the function given by (33) is a solution 
of system (S) with the initial conditions (32), then 11 x(t)]/ EL,(R+ , R). With 
this aim, let us denote: 
x0(t) = X(t) x0, r(t) = V; 4, 
z(t) = jot X(t - u)f(u) du. 
(35) 
Taking into account (13), we get: 
II loll G II -Wll II x0 II E-&P+ > R), l<q<oO. 
Then, according to Lemma 5.1 in [6, p. 1651 (which takes place for any 
function q-summable, with 1 < q < co), we get: 
I z I, = (J’d” II .4011Q dt)“* < (I,” II -WI1 t^) (sd” llf(t>ll” dt)“’ 
= IxlIlfl,> 
whence we can conclude that 
II 40 EL@+ 9 RI, for 1 < q < co. 
For q = 03, we have 
and thus, in this case 11 z(t)11 EL~(R+ , R). We still have to show that 
11 y(t)// EL,(R+ , R). From (34), we have: 
If we denote: 
y(t) = $ St’ X(t - 5) A$h(.$ - tJ d[. 
j=o 0 
w&) = 1’ X(t - E) 4&f - T) d5, (36) 
0 
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then I/ IVr(t)jj E&JR+ , R), for each fixed T. Indeed, defining 
for [ < T, 
for 5 > T, 
we can write 
whence 
I wr I, G I X4 II I h, I, < II A, II I X II I h, I,. 
But 
I hr Im < I h lm > 
and 
I b I: = j” II MO$ d5 = ST II h(5 - T)ll” dS 
0 0 
< 
s 
cc 11 h( -T)/” d7 = I h 1; (for 1 < 4 < Co), 
0 
and thus 11 WT(Qj EL,(R+ , R), 1 < 4 < 00. 
Then, from 
IY I, < I x II I h I, 5 II z4j II 7 
i=O 
taking into account (2), (13) and hypothesis (iii) of the theorem, we get: 
11 y(t)11 EL,(R+ , R). Finally, we get that function x(t) given by formula (33) 
is such that 11 x(t)ll EL,(R+ , R). 
Let us show now that (33) represents a solution to system (S), with the 
initial conditions (32). With this aim we shall point out some features of 
functions (35). As X(t) is absolutely continuous on any finite interval and 
satisfies (5) and (6), it results that x,(t) satisfies system (So) a.e. on R, , 
x,(t) = 0, for t < 0 and x0(0+) = Ix0 = x0. 
Then, if we denote with 
aj(t) = Jo X(t - tj - U) A,h(u) du, tcR+, 
-ti 
the equality (34) is written: 
y(t) = f 40. 
j=O 
(37) 
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Let us notice that, by virtue of hypothesis (iii), of relations (13) and of those 
mentioned in Remark 2 of Theorem 1, it results that c~(t) is absolutely 
continuous on any finite subinterval of R, (as 11 h(t)11 is summable on any 
finite subinterval of RJ. Thus, function ozj(t) exists and is finite almost 
everywhere on R, and, moreover, it is summable on any finite subinterval of 
R, . On the other hand let us notice that function: 
/Tj(t) = c, kr(t - tj - u) A,h(u) du, 
1 
exists a.e. on R, and, moreover, I/ /Sj(t)jj ELJR, , Ii). Taking into account 
hypothesis (iii), Remark 2 of Theorem 1, hypothesis (ii) and Lemma 5.1 
in [fj], we can write 
whence we conclude that the series with the general term given by formula 
(38) converges in the mean in L, , to a function in L, . Let 
Let us show that pj(t) coincides almost everywhere on R+ with kj(t). For this, 
let us consider the set of functions Com(-tj: 0; R”) and denote by [@Q-J 
the derivative of function aj(t) in the sense of the theory of the distributions. 
According to the theorem of Fubini, we have: 
[drj] = iii(p)> = - Jh aj(t) q(t) dt = - J;t. o,+(t)+(t) dt 
, 
= .- j--t 
I 
q(t) (so X(t - tj - u) A&z(u) du) dt 
-9 
0 
s u 
0 
= .- +(t) x(t - tj - u) Aj dt h(u) du, ) b’cp~C~~(--t~,O; R”). -tf -tj 
But 
J:t.+(t)X(t - tj -u) Afdt = (J:t-+(t)X(t - tj -u) dt) Aj 
1 3 
= - ft dt) W - tj - 4 dt) 4 - 
1 
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Therefore 
= - j-; c+,(t) (J: X(t - tj - u) A,h(u) duj dt = /3&p). 
, i 
Let us remind here the following result: the derivative [f] of a distributionf 
on an interval I is locally summable, if and only if, f is a locally absolutely 
continuous function. If this condition holds, then the derivative [f] coincides 
almost everywhere with the usual derivative f (see [lo, Lemma 2, p. 161). 
On the grounds of this result we conclude that +(j(t) = &(t) almost every- 
where on R+ . Therefore 
z(t) = f &j(t), a.e. on R, . (3% 
j=O 
Let I now be a compact interval in R, and v E Com(l, Rn). Using Schwartz’s 
inequality and (31) we get: 
where p is such that (l/p) + (l/q) = 1. 
In an analogous manner, taking into account Remark 4, we obtain: 
According to the domination criterion of Lebesgue, (see [4, pp, 300-3011 or 
[5, Theorem 4, pp. 298-2991) we get: 
dt = ;+i $ j $(t) aj(t) dt, 
j=o R 
dt = hi i j p(t) dr,(t) dt. 
3=0 R 
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But 
i J cp(t) Lqt) dt = i [hj] = i e+(t) = - i. JR@@) a&) dt 
j=o R j=O j=O 
= - JR(jl@) ($4)) dt 
= IR&) ($odr,(f)) dt, a-e. onR+. 
Taking in this equality n + co, we obtain 
- j- $+)Nt) dt = j- dt> W dt, (40) 
R R 
and therefore [ j] = V. As z, is summable on 1, it results that y(t) is absolutely 
continuous on any compact interval in R+ . Thus 3(t) exists and is finite a.e. 
on R, . 
Taking again into account Lemma 2 in [lo] we get: 
[$] =j=co, a.e.onR+, 
i.e., series (37) is differentiable term by term a.e. on R, and, moreover, 
according to (38) and (39) we get: 
= i. /:t, (AX(t - tj - u)) Ajh(u) dul 
a*e' On R+ *  
Let us now notice that series (37) is absolutely and uniformly convergent on 
any finite interval in R, . 
Indeed, from 
aj(t) - aj(~) = j-’ $(s) ds, t,TER+, 
7 
for 7 + O+, we obtain: 
csj(t) - ai = s,t kj(s) ds, teR+. (42) 
Let now {E,}, E, > 0 be a sequence of numbers such that E, --+ 0 when n + CO. 
Let us consider: 
a&,) = /:f X(E, - tj - u) &z(u) du. 
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As X(t) is absolutely continuous, taking into account (6), we get: 
k+% 11 X(En - tj - U)ll = 0, -tj < u < 0. 
Then 
Applying now Lebesgue’s domination criterion, we obtain: 
s 
0 
ai = t+i ai = --t, $i X(E~ - tj - u) &z(u) du = 0. (43) 
3 
Then, (42) becomes: 
aj(t) = lot &&-) dr, tER+. 
Let now be 
h(t) =f # = jot to f~(s) ds,tER+. 
j=O j 
Whence we get 
%(t> - L(t) = Iot jm 44 ds, 
and then, taking into account Holder’s inequality, we obtain: 
and, as series (39) converges in the mean to o in L&R+ , R”), it results that 
series (37) converges uniformly on any finite interval in R+ . Passing on to the 
limit with t + 0+ in (37), taking into account that it is uniformly convergent 
on any finite interval in R, , and (43), we obtain: 
y(O+) = bgy(t) = f aj(o+) = 0. 
60 
Let us now define: 
r(t) = w for t < 0. 
Finally, from the fact the series (37) converges uniformly, we can write (41) 
in the form: 
j(t) = A -f (s_“,, X(t - tj - u) A,h(u) du) = (Ay) (t), a.e. on R, . 
i=o , 
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With this we have proved the fact that function (37) satisfies system (S,) and 
the initial conditions y(O+) = 0, y(t) = h(t), for t < 0. 
Let us now show that function z(t) in (35) satisfies system (S,) with zero 
initial conditions (32). 
From 
we get: 
II 4W G o;:t II -W)ll jot II fWll du, 
We define now 
z(o+) = lirir+z(t) = 0. (4.9 
z(t) = 0, for t < 0. (45) 
Let us notice that function 
4) = f(t) + jot X(t - T>./(T) dT (46) 
is defined a.e. on R, and that, according to hypothesis (ii) of the Theorem 
and Lemma 5.1 in [6], II w(t)11 EL,(R+ , R) and therefore 
II +)I1 d’?R+ 3 RI. 
Let now I = (0, T) C R, be a certain interval and let consider Com(I, R”). 
According to the theorem of Fubini and condition (6), we have: 
- $t) z(t) dt = - 
s jR dt) (j t x(t - T) f(T) d7) dt 0 
= - joTQ,(t) (jot x(t - T)f(T) d’) dt 
=- s’ (IT+(t) x(t - T> d+(T) dT 
0 5 
=--- joT (v(t) x(t - T) 1;;; - jTT v(t) lir(t - T) dt) f(T) dT 
=--- joT (-V(T) - j T dt) &t - T> dt) f(~) dT 7 
= joT 944 (f(T) + j; X(7 - 4 f(S) ds) dT 
= joT V-'(T) W(T) dT = jR F(T) W(T) dT. 
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Therefore [i] = w and, as w is summable on I, it results from the previous 
arguments, that: 
Thus: 
[2] = w = 2, a.e. on R +’ 
W = f(t) + jot kr(t - T>f(T> dr, a.e. on R, . 
On the other hand, from (1) and (5), we have: 
x(t - T) = -f AjX(t - tj - T) + jt-‘B(s) X(t - T - s) ds. 
j-0 0 
Since 
(47) 
taking into account hypothesis (2), the series in the right side converges 
uniformly on any compact interval of R, . Multiplying both members by 
f(~) and taking into account hypothesis (ii) of the theorem, it results that the 
obtained series is also uniformly convergent on any compact interval of R, . 
We get: 
j” ;rct - T)~(T) dT = f Ai joi x(t - tj - T)f(T) dr 
0 j=O 
+ j” (j%(s) x(t - 7 - S) dS)f(T) dT. 
0 0 
According to the theorem of Fubini, we obtain: t s (1 t--7 B(s) X(t - 7 - s) ds f(T) d7 0 0 
= job(s) (joi”X(t - 7 - S)f(T) dy) ds = j” B(s) z(t - s) ds 
0 
= s t B(t - 5) z(t) df. 
0 
But (6) yields 
t x(t - tf - T)f(T) dr 
z.zz j-j x(t - tj - T)f(T> dT + s,‘,. x(t - tj - T)f(T) dT 
0 , 
=s 
t-t, 
x(t - tj - T)f(T) dT, j = 0, 1) 2 ).... 
0 
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Therefore, from (1) we have: 
(AZ) (t) = jot X(t - T)~(T) dT. 
Substituting now in (47), we obtain: 
a(t) =f(t) + (AZ) (t), a.e. on R+ . 
Synthesizing the results, we find that function (33) satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 2. The uniqueness of solution (33) results in the same way as in [l] 
(also taking into account Theorem 74 in [7]). 
Using the same argument as in [l], it can be proved that the system (5’) 
with initial condition (32), has an unique solution which is given by (33) (the 
last conclusion follows for L, < 4 < co). 
Let us consider now system (S,) with the initial conditions (32). Then the 
question of finding a solution comes down to the proof of the existence of at 
least one solution of the nonlinear integral equation 
x(t) = X(t) x0 + (Yh) (4 + lot X(t - u)f(u, x) du, tER+. (48) 
According to Banach’s fixed point principle, we can find a result of stability 
for the zero solution of Eq. (48). 
THEOREM 3. We suppose as satisJed the following conditions: 
(1) A satisfies the hypotheses in Theorem 1; 
(2) h satisjies the hypotheses in Theorem 2; 
(3) the mapping: x + fx satisJes the hypotheses: 
(a) f: Z-tL,(R+ , R”), where 
z = @ I x EL@+ > W, I x I, < ~1, 
where r is a positive constant: 
(b) f (6 0) = 0, t E R,; 
(c) jj fx - f y  11 < m 11 x - y  jl , where m is a constant. 
Then in Z there is only one solution of equation (48), satisfying the initial condi- 
tions (32), if 11 x0 I/ , 1 h 1, , m are suficiently small and 1 < 4 < co. 
Proof. As we could see in Theorem 2 
X(t) x0, W 0) E-L@+ , W, for 1 < 4 < co. 
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From hypotheses (b) and (c) we obtain immediately: 
and thus, if we note with 
17(t) = J; X(t - u)f(u, x) du, 
according to Corollary 5.2 in [6, p. 1671, we get 
JOT IIdt>llq dt < IO’ (jot II -W - 4 m II 49 du)’ dt 
< mq (j’ll X(d dT)q (jo’ II 44l” du) , 
0 
whence, letting T -+ CO, we find that r](t) EL,(R+ , P). Therefore, x(t), 
given by (48) belongs to L,(R+ , P). Let us consider now operator: 
(TX) (t> = X(t) x0 + (Yh) (t) + jot X(t - u)f(u, x) du, tER+, 
and notice that it results from the above that if I/ x(t)11 EL,(R+ , R) then 
II(%) (t)ll EL,(R+ , R). Moreover, from 
I(W (t)lq G I X I, Ii x0 II + I X II I h I, f II 4 II i I X II m I x I, , 
j=O 
it results that TZ C 2, if // x0 11 , I h 1, and m are small enough. Then, if x, 
y E Z, we have: 
II (t) - (0) (t)ll < j‘,’ II x(t - 411 iIf(u, 4 - f(w y)ll du 
< ot I/ X(t - u)ll m il x(u) - y(u)11 du, s 
whence it results that 
Thus, if m I X II < 1, the operator TX is a contraction on .Z and Eq. (48), 
with the initial conditions (32) has a unique solution in Z. 
Remark 1. If in Theorem 3, instead of hypothesis (2) we take 
~EL,(R-, Rn) and instead of hypothesis(3) we take(3’): (a’)f: Z-+Co(R+, R”), 
Z = {x I x E C,,(R+ , R”), I x lc < r>; 
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(b’) f(t, 0) = 0, t E R,; (c’) l\fx - fr 11 < m )I x - y 11 , then the zero solution 
of system (S,) is asymptotically stable. Indeed, from Theorem 1, we saw that 
X(t) is absolutely continuous on R, and lim,,, /I X(t)11 = 0. Then, from the 
proof of Theorem 2 we can see that, in this case, (Yh) (t) EL~(R+, R”), 
(PA) (t) EL@+, R”), (Yh) (O+) = 0, and thus (Yh) (t) is absolutely 
continuous on R, and, moreover, lim,,, II (t)ll = 0. Consequently 
X(t) x0 -+ (Y/z) (t) E C,(R+ , Rn). But, as the convolution operator is invariant 
in Co (see [2]), it results that (TX) (t) E C,(R+ , Rn), which is our statement. 
The result remains true if f: L,(R+ , Iin) +L,(R+ , R”). 
Remark 2. If in Theorem 3 we take space C(R+ , Rn) instead of 
L,(R+ , Rn) and give up condition (b) then, using analogous reasoning, we 
can obtain a result concerning the boundedness of the solutions if 1 f(t, O)l, 
is small enough. The result remains true if f: L,(R+ , Rn) -+ L,(R+ , R”), 
with ]f(t, O)]r small enough. 
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